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Abstract: Mosuo dwellings are distinctive vernacular architecture forms that are shaped by the unique matriarchal society of Mosuo in Southwest China. They have undergone dramatic transformations during the 21st century as a result of modernization and tourism. There is a lack of theoretical and empirical studies regarding the impact on the authenticity. This paper aims to fill this gap and develops a theoretical framework—cultural architectural assets—to understand and interpret the transitions of Mosuo dwellings and their authenticity in transitions. Adopting an anthropological methodology approach, this article examines the changes and continuities of Mosuo dwellings during the last thirty years. Fieldwork was conducted in nine Mosuo villages in Yongning Township through a range of qualitative methods, including participatory observations, photographic survey and photo elicitation interviews. The investigation results revealed cultural-architectural elements that are continued in the transitions include the courtyard form, the sacred chamber and the grandmother’s house; cultural-architectural elements that are changing include the flower house and grass house; cultural-architectural elements that are disappearing include the back room (Dupan) and the upper hearth in the grandmother’s house as well as the wooden shingle roof. As a result, the study constructs a conservation approach for sustainable development in three dimensions: living culture, building culture and values and beliefs. This analytical framework can be adapted to be applied to different contexts as a sustainable approach for the conservation and development of vernacular architecture in transitions.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Research Context

Known as “the Kingdom of Women”, the Mosuo people are one of the few remaining matriarchal societies in the world. They are mainly distributed in the Yongning basin and surrounding areas: Around the Lugu Lake of the Ninglang District in Yunnan Province, and to the west of the Yanyuan District in Sichuan Province [1]. In their culture, Mosuo women are the head of the household; as the decision-makers, women are in charge of day-to-day activities, and control all property and money within the family [2]. Instead of a civil marriage, the Mosuo have “walking marriages” (“Zouhun” in Chinese), an ongoing sexual relationship based on mutual affection [3]. Men usually visit their lovers at night in the woman’s house, and return to their own maternal family in the early morning [4]. There is no marriage contract in any real sense, and the offspring resulting from these unions are taken and raised by the women and their clans [5]. They neither share a residence, nor have economic relations, with their partners. The Mosuo practice two religions simultaneously: Tibetan Buddhism, and their native religion Daba [6].
Mosuo dwellings are productions of the Mosuo culture and their unique ways of living—a living representation of cultural forms, with rules, rituals and meanings embodied in it. Due to the special matrilineal consanguinity, the spatial layout of a Mosuo dwelling tends to include a large courtyard surrounded by four buildings, arranged in a square [7]. All members of a courtyard house belong to the same matrilineal descent group, usually with three or even more generations living together as a large and extended family. Some Mosuo dwellings contain as few as seven or eight family members, while others have as many as 20 or 30. As noted in the historical record [8]:

“Most Moxie (referring to the Mosuo) live on the hillside; the houses are built of timber; the walls are made of logs, which fit together perpendicularly through notches at each end; the roof has two gentle slopes, and the wood shingles are held down by stones.”

Each building has a name and specific function: the Yimi (the single-story main building, known as the Grandmother’s house), the Galayi (the Sacred chamber), the Nizhayi (a two-storey structure for adult Mosuo women, known as the flower house) and the Zuowo (for storing grass and domestic animals, and known as the grass house). Shih and Cai suggest the Mosuo architectural structures and residential arrangements are compatible with matrilineal culture, walking marriages, religious beliefs and economic activities relating to daily life [9,10]. The Grandmother’s house, as the core cultural-centre of the whole courtyard, has multiple functions as a site of worship, etiquette, gathering, dining, relaxation, etc. It is also the sleeping room for the elderly female members and young children of the household [11]. The sacred chamber is a space reserved for religious practice, which is the result of the strong influence of Tibetan Buddhism. The flower house is the direct product of the walking marriage system, and is a private space for adult female Mosuo. The grass house was formed in order to adapt to plough-based agriculture production. Thus, the Mosuo have established their own dwellings, and the spatial organisation of those dwellings, to fit in with the culture of their productive life [12].

The early study of traditional dwellings in China are limited to physical forms, such as the classification, listing and description of various building types and their features, as well as the selection of architectural materials. In the 1930s, the research on Chinese traditional architecture led by the Society for the Study of Chinese Architecture was carried out in southwest China [13] “Chinese Traditional Residence” wrote by Liu Dunzhen that is the first book to sort out the history and analyse the types of Chinese dwellings [14]. Although these studies have provided valuable basic data for later studies, they lack theoretical basis and only focus on regional and type studies.

The research on vernacular architecture broadens the scope of architecture beyond function and aesthetics, extending from physical forms to social and cultural context. Proposed by architect Bernard Rudofsky in 1964 [15], it was commonly referred to as “architecture without architects.” Study of vernacular architecture was initiated by anthropologists to gain further understandings of vernacular culture and vernacular society. Lewis Henry Morgan [16] in his publication of “Houses and House Life of the American Aborigines” attempted to analyse house forms, in terms of kinship structures and social organisation. Early representative examples included Amos Rapoport’s House Form and Culture. Rapoport [17] studied a large number of traditional houses and proposed that house form is the consequence of a whole range of factors, among which the socio-cultural factors are primary and others (climate conditions, methods of construction, materials available and technology) are secondary as the modifying factors. In the 1990s there was an increase in the analysis of cosmological and symbolic ideas embodied in the architectural structure and residential arrangements within the vernacular built environment. Weng [18] analysed and interpreted the construction of Mosuo gender culture “as it is symbolized in the understanding of time and space implied by their myths, the mother house, zodiac and orientation.” Waterson discussed the social and symbolic aspects of houses in South-East Asia and analysed the technological and cosmological considerations behind architectural style [19]. In recent years, studies of vernacular architecture have drawn on the knowledge of many disciplines such as anthropology, historical and cultural geography, art and archi-
tectural history, social history, folklore and sociology, such as Pan [20], Gao and Pitts [21]. Such studies suggest an interrelationship between culture, the people’s ways of living and their dwellings.

Mosuo dwellings have been undergoing a transformation, in which traditional and modern architectural elements are combined to form a hybrid. “China’s Traditional Rural Architecture: A Cultural Geography of the Common House” [22] was the first book in English to survey the evolution, variety, construction techniques, social context, and contemporary transformations of Chinese dwellings. It included over 200 photographs and drawings that drew attention to the richness of Chinese folk traditions, but the book is a preliminary glimpse, not a definitive treatment, of the topic. Research on Mosuo dwellings has focused on understanding and preserving the traditional aspects of Mosuo dwellings such as ‘house form’, ‘spatial layout’, and ‘decoration’ by conducting measurements and by mapping the original built forms [23,24]. However, few studies have looked at the changes and transformations of traditional ways of living and associated architectural forms in Mosuo villages in relation to modern influences. It appears that insufficient research has investigated the changes of Mosuo dwellings in transitions regarding the authenticity and building culture. In this respect, the purpose of this study is to attempt to establish a new framework for the future conservation of the architectural assets belonging to this unique vernacular architecture, so as to conserve the living culture, architectural form and cultural values embodied in Mosuo dwellings within the changing context of modernity.

1.2. Authenticity in Heritage Conservation

Following the physical changes in historic environments, the authenticity concept was used as a tool for conserving cultural heritage [25]. The word “authenticity” origins from Latin, derived from authentique. Authenticity refers to original, true, inimitable, legally valid, implausible beliefs, representing the first author or source. To date, its meaning has slightly changed by a semantic shift to meaning “different, exotic, romantic ambient, historic parts, etc. [26]”. In heritage conservation, the notion of authenticity was defined as “the capability of the property to transmit the cultural significance of a place [27].” The consideration of authenticity in conservation practice serves to judge the values attributed to vernacular architecture. In 1964, the Venice Charter was the first international document that referred to the idea of authenticity of cultural heritage, highlighting historic values as the central concept of authenticity. It emphasised that: “ . . . The common responsibility to safeguard them (historic monuments) for future generations is recognized. It is our duty to hand them on in the full richness of their authenticity [28].”

Subsequently, discussions have been raised about the identification and assessment of authenticity in heritage research and conservation practice. In the 1972 United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) World Heritage Convention introduced authenticity of monuments for the world heritage list nomination [29]. Gradually, Article 9 of the 1977 World Heritage Operational Guidelines stated that “ . . . the property should meet the test of authenticity in design, materials, workmanship and setting [30].” The measure of authenticity was first used as the initial criterion for assessment of the property in the World Heritage List. Following from that, the Nara Conference on Authenticity in 1994 verified the significance of socio-cultural values as the main criterion to explain authenticity and the process of conservation [31]. For the first time, the Nara Charter considered the importance of intangible and associated aspects of heritage. Later, criteria for assessing the measure of authenticity were introduced in the 2005 World Heritage Convention [32]: “form and design, materials and substance, use and function, traditions and techniques, location and setting, and spirit and feeling, and other internal and external factors.” The concept of authenticity is about four parameters: design, materials, workmanship and setting, and these four parameters basically referred to the tangible and physical aspects of heritage. It later provided a practical basis for examining the authenticity of properties proposed for in the World Heritage List.
Hereafter, authenticity became a unique notion of heritage conservation, and figured as the required criteria for the conservation and management of cultural heritage as well. It was adopted in local and international charters and guidelines on architectural conservation in Europe, South and East Asia. So far, the concept of authenticity serves to recognise and assess cultural heritage within a certain period of time. Thus, the concept of authenticity needs be constantly redefined and transformed to suit new cultural contexts and local concerns. The authenticity in Mosuo dwellings and culture revealed in this study is a dynamic that changes over time.

1.3. Key Concept: Cultural Architectural Assets

Henri Lefebvre holds that the production of space is divided into three dialectically dimensional processes: perceived, conceived and lived space [33]. His three-dimensional dialectic theory is adopted to form the theoretical framework of this paper—cultural architectural assets—for analysing interrelationships between architectural form, ways of living and culture in the process of change (Figure 1). It views cultural components as comprising living culture, building culture and values and beliefs, each of which are interrelated parts and cannot be analysed out of context. Culture is the concept in the framework relating to the vernacular architecture, and the traditional values and beliefs that are embedded in buildings and everyday use are part of that culture.

![Figure 1. Cultural architectural assets are the result of the triple interrelation between living culture, building culture and values.](image)

Culture is a very broad concept and has a diversity of definitions. One of the most influential definitions was written by Edward Tylor in 1871 [34], in his book *Primitive Culture*, where the term ‘culture’ was defined as a “complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, moral law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society.” In this definition, culture can be regarded as the whole complex of distinctive material—including spiritual and intellectual material—that characterises a community, society or social group. It includes not only arts and literature but also beliefs, values, traditions and behaviour. Paul Oliver [35] states that every culture has its own forms of dwelling, built by the people who inhabit those dwellings, in a clear response to the society’s physical, social and psychological needs, and as shaped as much by belief systems and concepts of status, territory and security as by economy, material resources, technology and climatic conditions.
There are several theoretical approaches regarding culture that might be considered in determining culture’s relevance to vernacular architecture. An influential framework concerning the methodology of culture study from both material and intangible aspects was introduced by Malinowski in his *A Scientific Theory of Culture* (1944), where he views culture as a process involving the material aspects of culture, namely, artefacts, human social relations and symbolic acts [36]. In 2005, Amos Rapoport proposed a framework to systemize culture-built environment relations [37]. He states that culture can be dismantled into small components and become variable in two ways. One way is that culture can be specified into elements associated with certain aspects of the architecture, like world views, values, lifestyle and an activity system. Another way culture can be extracted is into tangible elements that are more observable, like kinship, family structures, roles, etc.

Cultural architectural assets (CAA) will be explained in the following parts related to empirical investigations. Living culture is a reflection of culture in the vernacular environment. Ways of living, family structure and kinship are examined as the components of living culture within the scope of this study. Activities are a more specific aspect of ways of living, such as domestic, social and religious activities [38,39]. Family structure mainly affects the required activities of the architectural form, determines the function of the room, and affects the spatial organisation of the building regarding the associated type of activities [17,40]. Building culture, as another reflection of culture in the built environment, can be examined in terms of site, spatial organisation, building structures and constructions, and interior decoration settings [41]. Values and beliefs in this study mean a set of values and beliefs about “how to behave or do things” within a group or society [42,43]. Values are one of the primary aspects of a culture system, and cultural systems rely on a series of values rather than a single dominant value [44].

2. Methodology and Data Collection

2.1. An Integrative Anthropological and Architectural Approach

This study adopts an integrative anthropological and architectural approach to investigate the interrelationships between the built form and the culture of the Mosuo in the evolution process. In addition to architectural methods, such as mapping and measurement, it also employs anthropological methods, including participatory observation and semi-structured interviews. Waterson [19] notes that in the last 20 years or so, indigenous architectures have become the subject of a growing literature by both architects and anthropologists, yet the two disciplines are not taken together as an integrated approach. According to Oranratmanee [45], anthropology and architecture lie closely in their studies, yet have different focuses, strengths and weaknesses. The anthropological approach allows researchers to spend time establishing relationships and gaining acceptance in the Mosuo villages [46,47]. The architectural approach emphasises the spatial relationship between people and places, which is used to visualise and decode the dynamic relationship in the dwellings [48]. When anthropology and architecture are taken together in academic studies, it can provide fruitful perspectives about the dynamic interrelationship of architectural forms and social aspects of a setting.

2.2. Fieldwork in Yongning Region

The research area of the study is limited to Mosuo villages in the Yongning region, in the Yunnan Province of southwest China. The fieldwork was undertaken over 41 days, from July–August in 2016. To understand the changes occurring, this research was underpinned by a comprehensive survey of nine Mosuo villages (Figure 2). The reason for selecting nine different Mosuo villages with varied geographical scope was in order to maintain a certain degree of generality and diversity in the collection of data.
Geographically, the Yongning region was chosen because the majority of ethnic villages around this region of Yunnan Province are dominated by the Mosuo people. Most local residents are Mosuo, making up 50% of the local population in the Yongning region [49]. Another reason for selecting this area lies in the fact that ethnic tourism in the Lugu Lake area was explored in the 1990s in the wake of the Reform and Opening-Up Policy in China [50]. After that, tourism development in the Lugu Lake area made it a landmark in Yunnan Province, especially in the cases of the villages of Luoshui and Lige. Although the degree of tourism development varies among these Mosuo villages, within the last two decades the villages in the Yongning region have all started to become more involved in modernisation and tourism, and have become targets for further development. This study focuses on those ethnic Mosuo villages which are to be developed in the Yongning region.

2.3. Methods Used in the Research

2.3.1. Participatory Observations

Participatory observations require the researcher to immerse herself or himself in a research “setting” in which they can experience and observe at first hand a range of dimensions in and of that setting [51]. In order to get a sense of Mosuo dwellings and its culture, the author conducted participatory observations to live with the local family in the Zhashi village for over one month, during which I was able to observe Mosuo inhabitants’ daily routine and activities within the dwellings (e.g., a three-day traditional Mosuo funeral ceremony). The physical architectural features and use of space in a dwelling were also gathered through physical observations.

The observations in the study focus on the following actions of inhabitants: What daily routines are there in the Mosuo dwellings? How do the locals interact with their own space? When do people eat? When do they sleep? What is the spatial arrangement of
Mosuo dwellings, the function of each space and the decoration of each dwelling? How have changes happened to the original Mosuo dwellings? How do these changes influence the lifestyle of residents of the dwellings?

2.3.2. Photographic Survey

Photographic survey means “a precise machine-made record of a scene or subject [52],” which was used to collect data relevant to visual information in this study. To understand the physical changes of Mosuo dwellings, a digital camera was used to record the physical architectural features, daily activities and use of space in a dwelling. In addition, data relevant to how changes occurred to the original Mosuo dwellings, and the influence these changes had upon the ways of living of inhabitants of their dwellings, were also collected through photographs. These photographic records supported the photo elicitation interviews to provide a foundation for analysing the evolution of dwellings.

2.3.3. Photo Elicitation Interviews

Photo elicitation is a research method of using photographs in interviews [53], the author conducted photo elicitation interviews of selected Mosuo family members to further analyse how the Mosuo inhabitants responded to the meanings of the photographs. Photographs evoke information, feelings and memories in ways different from or supplemented by those obtained through verbal inquiry [54]. The choice of family interviews instead of individual interviews was made because the family is intrinsically important to the Mosuo people. Mosuo matriarchal society is based on a household orientation, the household is the core of cultural values, and their courtyard dwellings are built based on their cultural values [55].

In particular, the participant in the photo elicitation interview was given a booklet to browse that showed selected photos showing traditional and current Mosuo dwellings and villages (Figure 3). Most of the photos in the booklet were taken during the fieldwork, but a few are archived photos from the Mosuo museum in Sichuan Province and the Mosuo Folk Custom Museum in Yunnan province, the National Library of China in Beijing and from historical literature. The participant then was asked to select photos, then answered questions and related stories linked to the photos they had selected. Questions included: Are there any photos you prefer in the booklet and why? Do these photos evoke memories or stories? Are there any photos you do not like, and why? Which photos do you think are the most representative of Mosuo dwellings? They may have also been asked about the reasons why they did not choose other photos. It took two or three days in total to conduct the interviews for each family, and the time allocated for each interview was one-hour. These investigations provided more insights into the transitions and the relationships between the dwellings, inhabitants and the Mosuo culture.
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Changes in the Mosuo Dwellings

The investigation of the changes to the living culture of Mosuo dwellings has showed that there is an increase in the variety of work and a relative decline in the performance of traditional activities. Table 1 shows that Mosuo people aged 18–30 years old and 30–60 years old used to do farm work or household maintenance, but more recently they have started to work as builders or waiters in nearby villages, or as businesspeople running their own businesses, etc.

There were certain changes in the building culture of Mosuo dwellings, especially site selection, spatial organisation, architectural structure and materials, interior settings and decoration (Table 2). Selection of the site has gradually changed, from building at the foot of a mountain, near the lake or by the river, to being built on either side of the main road of the village. The spatial organisation of today’s Mosuo dwellings is more reflective of concerns about hygiene and efficient space utilisation, as reflected in the courtyard layout, the elevation of the houses and the flower house. The changes of architectural structure and materials are mainly reflected in roofs, courtyard paving, and walls, as well as through varying styles of doors and windows. For example, log houses are the most typical traditional Mosuo dwellings, but they are undergoing transformation, and concrete and brick houses are now common. Mosuo dwellings’ interior spaces and functions have partly changed on the basis of the continuation of traditional Mosuo culture, such as the Grandmother’s house and the sacred chamber. The interior decoration of the Grandmother’s house is brighter, more exquisitely carved and more colourful than ever before.
Table 1. The current changes of ways of living of different age ranges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>Past Ways of Living</th>
<th>Current Ways of Living</th>
<th>Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under 18</td>
<td>Light farming work; playing on the ground in the yard</td>
<td>Go to school to learn knowledge, some studying in cities and some studying in nearby</td>
<td>More access to official education; influence of outside areas, such as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>years old</td>
<td></td>
<td>villages’ school</td>
<td>language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–30 years</td>
<td>Traditional farming work and housework maintenance; traditional rites and festivals</td>
<td>Some starting to work in nearby villages, and some running their businesses, some</td>
<td>Not many traditional farming activities performed; modern entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>old</td>
<td></td>
<td>working in cities; a few performing farming activities; watching TV for entertainment</td>
<td>involved in watching TV; the variety of work increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>in the living room</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–60 years</td>
<td>Traditional farming work and housework maintenance; traditional rites and festivals</td>
<td>Some starting to work in nearby villages, and some running their businesses, some</td>
<td>Few farming activities performed; modern entertainment involved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>old</td>
<td></td>
<td>working in cities, performing farming activities; traditional rites and festivals;</td>
<td>in watching TV; the variety of work increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>watching TV for entertainment in the living room</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over 60</td>
<td>Less physically active, light farming work and housework maintenance; religious pray</td>
<td>Less physically active, light farming work and housework maintenance; religious pray</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Summary of changes in the building culture of Mosuo dwellings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional Dwellings</th>
<th>Transforming Dwellings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site selection</td>
<td>• Built at the foot of the mountain, near the lake or by the river</td>
<td>• Built on either side of the main road of the village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial organisation</td>
<td>• Simple layout: a courtyard plan or ‘U-shaped plan’;</td>
<td>• Complex building compound: two-entrances spatial arrangement with two courtyards;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No more than two storeys high;</td>
<td>• Multi-level buildings of three or four stories;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The Grandmother’s house merely as a relax, social and cultural space;</td>
<td>• The Grandmother’s house as a living room with modern facilities but maintaining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Rooms in the flower house are for sexually active Mosuo women to practice walking</td>
<td>original functions or both had a Grandmother’s house and an individual western-style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>marriage;</td>
<td>living room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No toilet and independent kitchen</td>
<td>• Rooms in the flower house transformed into a bedroom and guestroom;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural</td>
<td>• Pitched roofs supported by timber structure and pillars, these used because</td>
<td>• Add kitchen, bathroom and other kinds of modern living facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>structure and</td>
<td>timber from local;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>materials</td>
<td>• Wood shingles (Chinese fir) as roof materials that are replaced or repaired</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yearly at a fixed certain time;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The inner courtyard is covered original rammed earth or slabs of rock;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Walls built from log and rammed earth;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Wooden gates;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Wooden-framed window</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior settings</td>
<td>• The grandmother’s house consists of five spaces, the main room, the upper room,</td>
<td>• The grandmother’s house has only four spaces, the main room, the upper room, the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and decoration</td>
<td>the lower room, the front room and the back room;</td>
<td>lower room and the front room;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The building interior is decorated by the texture and colour of the wood itself;</td>
<td>• The building interior is decorated by the texture and colour of the wood itself;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A bedroom with simple interior furnishings, only two single beds, no other</td>
<td>• A modern bedroom with a TV, wardrobe, a bedside cabinet, a double bed, a lamp,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>furniture, walls covered with newspaper flyers and advertising posters</td>
<td>curtains and carpet, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regarding the core Mosuo values and beliefs, the main changes are reflected in the strengthening of religious belief, and the increased desire for modern ways of living and financial stability. Tibetan Buddhism has deeply influenced the exterior decoration of new buildings and the interior settings of the grandmother’s house, with features including Tibetan-style windows and Tibetan-style stoves (Figure 4).

3.2. Continuities in the Mosuo Dwellings

Even though the previous analysis reflects the changes of the Mosuo dwellings in the modern era, Mosuo dwellings appear to retain characteristics that are yet unique and meaningful to Mosuo people. Regarding the continuity of living culture within the investigation, it has been shown that, even though adjustments of rural ways of living in the Mosuo region have happened in response to local social and economic changes, the Mosuo still partially retain the intrinsic agrarian lifestyles and matrilineal living patterns of the past.

Additionally, building culture in the Mosuo dwellings has been retained in terms of spatial organisation, architectural structure, and interior decoration—features which are, in particular, reflected in the courtyard form and the grandmother’s house. Despite the appearance of multiple courtyards, the courtyard form still exists in today’s Mosuo dwellings as an enclosed form (Figure 5). This is because the courtyard mediates all domestic (including living and farming), religious and social activities of the Mosuo families. The courtyard organises buildings in a Mosuo house in an enclosed form that provides privacy and security, symbolising matriarchal harmony. Similarly, most of the architectural and interior settings of the grandmother’s house have been preserved in their form, function and meaning, including female and male columns, a major hearth, a Zambala, a Guozhuang stone and a Situo (Figures 6 and 7).
As for the continuities of values within the Mosuo dwellings, matriarchal values, religious belief and some traditional values of living are still retained today, such as the continuity of values of the central status of women, as embodied in the continuity of the exterior form and interior decoration of the grandmother’s house as well as its function and meaning.

Figure 5. (a) Traditional courtyard form; (b) present courtyard form.

Figure 6. Continuity in room settings within the main room of the grandmother’s house.

Figure 7. (a) Interior settings of the old grandmother’s house; (b) interior settings of the modern grandmother’s house.
3.3. Interpretation of Authenticity in Transitions

Policy, modernisation and tourism, as external driving forces, have brought about major changes within the Mosuo dwellings, villages and culture. The beliefs, perceptions and desires of Mosuo people have determined the representational forms of the authenticity of their culture and lived spaces. Authenticity of Mosuo dwellings can be interpreted using CAA with a set of components (Figure 8) that is changing and dynamic:

- Living culture—relating to physical interaction and use of architecture, e.g., domestic activities;
- Building culture—physical aspects, including site, spatial organisation of buildings, building structures and constructions, and interior decoration settings;
- Values—relating to human cultural values, beliefs, customs, desires and attachments.

![Figure 8. Cultural architectural assets model to interpret authenticity of Mosuo dwellings in transitions.](image)

The dynamic authenticity is the traditions in transitions or something developed out of their culture but, not appeared historical. CAA of the Mosuo dwellings that continue to this day include the courtyard form, the sacred chamber, and the grandmother’s house (comprising female and male columns, a major hearth, a Situo, a Guozhuang stone, and a Zambala). It has been noted that the grandmother’s house has essentially retained its form, function and meaning in the current dwellings. This is because of its cultural importance, not only as a central place for the daily activities of the Mosuo family members, but also as an embodiment of the values of the central status of Mosuo women and their living values as well. For instance, the main room in the grandmother’s house is for the elderly grandmother to sleep in, which indicates that the elderly grandmother is the core of the family and needs the care of the whole family. One respondent’s comment impressed me most:

“The meaning of the grandmother’s house is to give birth to me, to raise me, to educate me and to give me life. The grandmother’s house is a fusion of multiculturality: the businessman, the farmer, the elderly, monks, infants and the sick coexist in harmony. The cultural roots of the Mosuo are the grandmother’s house.”

The sacred chamber continues today and even strengthens the religious values of Tibetan Buddhism. The reason for the continuity of this tradition is that the Mosuo people are deeply influenced by Tibetan Buddhism and have formed a strong and enduring belief. As a result, the continuation of traditional values and the carrying out of traditional ways of living retains the usability of original architectural spaces.

One can see that the CAA in the Mosuo dwellings that are in a state of change are the flower house and grass house—where it can be observed that living culture and building culture have considerably altered. This is mainly due to people’s pursuit of a clean and
hygienic living environment and the desire for modern ways of living. For instance, most Mosuo families have now moved the grass house out of the original courtyard and have built another enclosed space nearby, so as to separate people from animals.

The CAA which have gradually disappeared from the Mosuo dwellings are the back room (Dupon) and the upper hearth in the grandmother’s house, as well as the wooden shingle roof. This is because under the strong influence of certain perceptions of “modernization”, some traditional ways of living have started to disappear from the Mosuo dwellings—such as giving birth at home, or cooking on the upper hearth—and the related spaces (e.g., the back room) or interior settings have begun to be either abandoned or removed. For example, one respondent reflected that:

“There would be other items moving into the grandmother’s house later while there would be other things slowly abandoned, like the back room . . . Because mothers go to the hospital to give birth instead of giving birth at home now. Another example, there were upper and lower hearths in the past for the convenience of cooking, but now the upper hearth has been removed because they are rarely used in daily life and take up space.”

As Abel [56] argued “the essence of architecture as a culture-form especially has to do with the formation of personal, social and cultural identities.” The term “cultural architectural assets” is not simply the result of physical forces or any single causal factor, but is the consequence of a series of interactive factors. Analysis of this investigation shows that the interrelations between living culture, building culture and values are strong, in the sense that an understanding of values, including beliefs, customs, desires and attachments, is essential to the understanding of building culture and living culture. Since the form of buildings is the physical embodiment of values, and related behaviour activities are the representation of values, once formed, shape the built form and affect ways of living [17]. Maintaining the interrelations between living culture, building culture and values, the authenticity of Mosuo dwellings can be naturally preserved, even in the process of dynamic change—“a natural way of conservation, that is, conservation by living [41].” Nonetheless, if these three relationships are interrupted in the process of change, then changing spaces, unused spaces and abandoned architectural forms emerge in the lived space; as CAA may ultimately disappear, therefore conservation measures regarding changing and disappearing CAA should be developed. This framework is both particular to the context of Mosuo dwellings and general to be adapted to different studies.

3.4. Sustainable Conservation Responding to Dynamic Authenticity

As discussed above, the study points out the sustainable living culture, building culture and values and beliefs are most determinant factors in the conservation of the vernacular architecture to keep the authenticity. Whether at the village scale or the dwelling scale, the interrelationship between these factors needs to be considered and maintained in the future conservation and development process. The authenticity, thus, is dynamic adapting to the changes in living cultures, building culture, values and beliefs of the indigenous communities in transitions.

Arising from the previous studies on authenticity, authenticity has been little considered as a dynamic in the conservation of vernacular architecture [57]. The sense is that, if conservation is undertaken with fixed standards, the authenticity of vernacular architecture may be threatened and even interrupted in the constantly changing process [58]. Recently, Kristensen [59] emphasised the social connotations of authenticity referring to the intrinsic value of the original creation. The term “value” is associated with the social valuation of heritage at a given time and place, as the “static authenticity.” While the “static” authenticity of vernacular architecture is affected by continuous manifestations that not only evolve in time, but also depend on different contexts. These manifestations of vernacular architecture as opposed to the “static authenticity” can be considered as the “dynamic authenticity.” For example, in this study, matriarchal cultural values, religious values and living values are relatively stable, while building values are dynamic. The socio-cultural and living values are reflected in the character of Mosuo dwellings, which
have to be emphasized and continued in its conservation. Development is inevitable, but what we can do is to keep a sustainable interrelationship between the living culture, socio-cultural values and the changing environments which can naturally be conserved by local inhabitants.

The CAA framework can be used to interpret the dynamic authenticity and to draw out a picture of how others might be able to identify the transitions of authenticity for conservation. What matters most in the authenticity conservation of vernacular architecture is that the properties that are preserved can truly reflect the values [60]. “Values” here means the special level of meaning that elevates, above the ordinary, a thing that people want to keep and pass on to future generations [61]. For example, in this study, they are living, building and socio-cultural values. The grandmother’s house not only has the function of living values, but also embodies the unique matriarchal values of the Mosuo people. Although the Mosuo people have no written record of their culture, they represent their ethnic values through the form of their houses. What we expect is that the values placed in the dwellings should be able to be continued alongside evolution, instead of there being copying of foreign buildings and the subsequent disappearance of architectural traditions [62].

In addition to helping explain dynamic authenticity, CAA framework is a proposed framework developed by this research to construct a conservation approach for sustainable development. In recent years many publications have appeared that stress the sustainable character of vernacular architecture [63–65]. The idea of sustainability is to make sure that our decisions and actions today do not compromise future generations to meet their own needs [66]. Instead of returning to traditions and restoring the original forms, this study proposes a set of rigorous conservation approaches, namely, analysing what are continued CAA, changing CAA and disappearing CAA. As a result, CAA draws out a picture how others might be able to identify the transitions of authenticity for conservation, providing a future-facing sense of identity and continuity within a changing world.

Existing local regulations and approaches covering the restoration and maintenance of vernacular architecture do not fully address the challenge of avoiding cultural loss. In China, various “cultural villages” (e.g., world heritage Lijiang Old Town) exist which attract tourists with the chance to experience the rural life of the ethnic people, such as visit traditional dwellings [67]. One of the consequences of commercialisation is that many local residents are increasingly renting out their homes and starting to live elsewhere, drawn by the profit that can be earned by leasing properties [68]. In history, many measures have been taken to ensure the conservation of vernacular architecture. The “open-air museum” was first assembled in Nordic countries at the end of the nineteenth century to save the vernacular buildings from dereliction or destruction and to represent them in situ or in a protected location [69]. However, the display of the “open-air museum” means the petrification of the village without people and cultural activities, which are only conducted in a folkloric way as a display for tourists. This measure interrupts the continuity and the transmission of tradition in living culture. Another way is to transform the traditional buildings into hotels or “boutique hotels” [70]; while buildings can only be physically preserved for decorative purposes and cannot have their original use or cultural structure. This situation brings the interruption in the relations between living culture and values and beliefs; and leads to form a new kind of interpretation of the relations.

The current practice and legislations of conserving vernacular architecture are transforming from cultural relics conservation to heritage conservation [71]. The existing concept of heritage conservation emerged in the late 19th century. The Venice Charter [28] proposed a controversial approach for the conservation and restoration of monuments and sites: “The conservation of monument implies preserving a setting which is not out of scale. Wherever the traditional setting exists, it must be kept. No new construction, demolition, or modification which would alter the relations of mass and colour must be allowed.”

Subsequently, the International Council of Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) promotes heritage conservation applied to monuments, historic areas and sites. It emphasises
the importance of setting, respect for original fabric, and the precise documentation of any intervention [72]. Today’s heritage conservation involves the actions or processes of maintenance, preservation, restoration, adaptation or combination of any mentioned actions or processes so as to safeguard tangible heritage with reference to its cultural significance such as aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual values [73]. Heritage conservation is viewed as actions taken to prevent decay and extend life, preserving the existing state of a heritage resource from destruction or change [74].

Although heritage conservation has existed for many years, there are still limitations in the research on vernacular architecture, especially for contemporary vernacular architecture that has cultural value and belong to neither cultural heritage nor architectural heritage (e.g., the case study selected in this study, the Mosuo dwellings and its culture). Regardless of whether the vernacular architecture examples have been selected as cultural heritage or not, they are protected in accordance with the principles of heritage conservation in China at present. As previous discussed, vernacular architecture is always in a state of dynamic process. However, we have yet to apply the changing process toward an understanding of vernacular architecture conservation. In light of this study, it can be argued that vernacular architecture in the changing process should have its own conservation guidance which looks at the dynamic authenticity. A systematic framework needs to be developed to ensure the protection of those physical properties with cultural features in transitions.

In contrast to the current cultural heritage and architectural heritage frameworks, CAA provides a new direction for theory and practice to conserve vernacular architecture in transitions. Cultural heritage refers to tangible and intangible heritage, and architectural heritage refers to material assets. The definition of cultural heritage has been expanded from historical monuments, groups of buildings and sites across the 20th century to the present definition, which includes both tangible and intangible heritage as well as the close interrelations between the two [29,75,76]. The early understanding of architectural heritage concerned historical monuments, groups of building and sites [77]; today’s definition has expanded to cover groups of buildings, vernacular architecture and 20th-century built heritage [78]. CAA refer to a series of interactive factors regarding living culture, building culture and values. Most research regards architecture as a material/physical representation, without a comprehensive view of architecture as a series of interactive factors [79,80]. CAA also emphasise local distinctiveness, and consist of social, cultural and use value, for a particular group of people or community from a regional perspective.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the aim of the present research was to define dynamic authenticity and to construct a conservation approach for sustainable development of cultural-architectural elements belonging to this unique vernacular architecture within the changing context of modernity, which supported inhabitants, policymakers and practitioners. It has brought new insights into the sustainability of vernacular architecture in the face of contemporary challenges.

The study has produced an original contribution to our expanding knowledge of conservation through full documentation of the transitions of Mosuo dwellings and its culture in the contemporary context. This has contributed to our understanding of the changes and continuities in the Mosuo dwellings in the evolution process, in terms of the three dimensions of living culture, building culture, and values and beliefs.

This research has gone beyond simple descriptive analysis of the evolution of Mosuo dwellings; more importantly, the originality of this research lies in its cross-disciplinary approach and in the production of a new theoretical framework—cultural architectural assets—for the investigation of vernacular architecture in transition and the authenticity. Cultural architectural assets place emphasis on the dynamism of context as well as the association of such assets with both cultural continuity and social significance; thus, they should not be seen as merely safeguarding the past architectural traditions, but, more importantly, as safeguarding the logic of continuity that all communities or social groups
regard as their valuable architectural assets. The concept of cultural architectural assets was identified for the first time, which added a further dimension to theories concerned with the interrelationships between architectural form, ways of living and culture in the dynamic context. There are significant implications for developing or applying this work in the future, both nationally and internationally. A suggestion for further investigation is to take advantage of the proposed theoretical approach for application to different case studies of diverse cultural contexts, in order to provide action frameworks, and to consequently lead to the development of the proposed idea of this paper.
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